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Abstract—Different cryptocurrencies aim at solving different
problems or offering different services. One underused appli-
cation of cryptocurrencies is local currencies. Local currencies
are currencies that float in a restricted area in purpose of
growing the local economy by forcing local spending. Current
digitalizations of local currencies have many drawbacks, whether
taking the form of cryptocurrencies or not. We introduce the
concept of geographical demurrage: money loses of its value the
farther away it is spent. We construct four generic types of local
cryptocurrencies: a regular one mimicking local paper money; a
second that restricts spending to the dedicated geographical area;
and a third that utilizes geographical demurrage for incentiviz-
ing shops. Finally, by lifting the geographical restrictions and
maintaining geographical demurrage, we create a universal local
cryptocurrency: a currency that loses value correspondingly to
the distance between its point of reception and point of spending.
So without the need to restrict spending to a given geographical
sphere, the currency will always encourage local spending, no
matter where it is spent; yielding a universal local cryptocurrency
we name LCoin.

Index Terms—Blockchain, Cryptocurrency, Local Currency

I. INTRODUCTION

Emulating cash in a digital form has been a cryptographs’
goal for a long time. David Chaum’s “Untraceable Electronic
Cash” (e-cash) [1] was a first attempt. It focused on emulating
the untraceability aspect of cash in a digital format. However
its reliance on a trusted third party (bank) may have been
detrimental to its development among users, and its untrace-
ability may have been detrimental to its development among
financial institutions. With the introduction of Bitcoin in 2008,
cryptocurrencies changed the monetary paradigm.

A. Blockchain

A blockchain is an append-only consistent synchronized
distributed ledger that is maintained by a trustless network.
It takes the form of a sequence of blocks, chained together
by incorporating the hash of the previous block in the next.
Starting from an arbitrary block called genesis, miners append
to it block after block. The data written in these blocks must
meet certain criteria and rules. In Bitcoin’s blockchain for
instance, the data are transactions, and they must be solvable
(i.e., more units owned by sender then units sent). Other
blockchains have different applications and thus different
rules. Ethereum [2] is a decentralized application platform,
and thus its data are transactions, and more generally, smart
contracts. Many blockchains are finding concrete real world

applications, such as in healthcare [3], or in rewarding human
behaviors [4]; other blockchains focus on privacy and keep the
core of the blockchain malleable [5]. However, blockchain’s
most disruptive effects are felt by the banking industry [6].

A distinction is made between entities that maintain the
blockchain and entities that create entries for the blockchain.
They may or may not be the same entities. Maintainers of the
blockchain are called miners, while those who create entries
are called users or clients. Miners have the last word on what
goes into the blockchain. The blockchain’s openness can be
categorized into:

• permissionless if the set of miners is unspecified;
• permissioned if the set of miners is specified;
• public if the set of clients is unspecified;
• private if the set of clients is specified.

Different blockchain settings have different applications. In
some cases it is better to have high blockchain openness, such
as cryptocurrencies; while in others it is not desired, such as
a blockchain type ledger for a consortium of corporations.

Reaching consensus among miners is the key factor in
blockchains. Blocks are appended to the blockchain by miners.
This is done in one of two ways:

• either miners compete against each other to get the right
to create the next block, this is called Nakamoto-style
consensus, and it can be used with both permissioned
and permissionless blockchains;

• or miners agree together on the next block using a
Byzantine Fault Tolerant consensus, and it must have a
finite set of miners of known size, hence it can only be
applied on permissioned blockchains.

Nakamoto-style consensuses tend to be energy consuming.
Agreeing on one entity in a trustless decentralized way among
an unspecified set of unbounded size is extremely difficult. To
solve this, Nakamoto-style consensuses give mining rights to
the first entity to solve some specific problem. In Bitcoin [7]
it is called Proof of Work and it consists of solving a partial
hash inversion, in Primecoin [8] it is finding a special sequence
of prime numbers (either a Cunningham chain or a Bi-Twin
chain), in Peercoin [9] it is solving a partial hash inversion
whose difficulty depends on one’s amount of coins and their
age, others propose to give mining rights to the first person
to finish computing a highly sequential function [4] such as a



verifiable delay function [10]–[12]. Similarly, some introduce
the notion of Proof of Sequential Work [13], [14].

BFT consensuses are typically less energy consuming and
rely on communication much more between the nodes. They
have been used for replicated services, such as in PBFT [15].
With BFT protocols’ application to blockchain, the idea is
for nodes to communicate their acceptance or rejection of a
specified block for instance; and when enough acceptations
are received by a node, it appends the block to its local
blockchain. BFT consensuses have been improved over time,
but not to accomodate huge numbers of participants; and the
set of participants must be known ahead of time, making
it unpractical for most blockchain usage: all permissionless
blockchains and even permissioned blockchains where the set
of miners can dynamically vary over time. Algorand [16]–[18]
proposes solutions to both these problems: it is very scalable
and permits dynamically shifting sets of miners. Algorand is a
blockchain which supports the Algo cryptocurrrency. However,
its BA? protocol is its most interesting feature. BA? is a
BFT protocol to reach consensus in a scalable, secure and
efficient manner. To accomodate huge numbers of miners,
BA? randomly chooses a comittee in a private and non-
interactive way. It is then this comittee that gets to effectively
create the next block.

B. Cryptocurrency

The original goal, as Bitcoin’s whitepaper [7] states, is to
be a “peer-to-peer electronic cash system”, as such it aims at
retaining the cash’s peer-to-peer transaction property. However
traceability in Bitcoin is persistent. Bitcoin’s success is due
to its lack of third-party reliance. Other cryptocurrencies try
to contain untraceability, with varying degrees of success,
such as Monero [19], [20] (based on CryptoNote [21], [22]),
Zcash [23], [24], DeepOnion [25].

Cryptocurrencies have to address regular monetary policies,
such as (i) money minting: cadence and total supply (limited
or unlimited); as well as (ii) transaction fees (i.e., taxes).

Another aspect of cash and regular digital currencies is their
ease of use. Cryptocurrencies have to contend with this. One
aspect of the ease of use is the cryptocurrency’s throughput.
This depends mainly on: (i) the block creation time and (ii) the
block size. Indeed, Bitcoin’s block creation time is an average
of 10 minutes. And Bitcoin’s block confirmation is 6 blocks,
yielding an average of 60 minutes. As a result, the Lightning
Network was introduced [26], [27]. The Lightning Network
aims at scaling off-chain instant payments. Though there is
a speed-security tradeoff [28], more recent cryptocurrencies
bypass this problem by having a very short block creation
time. For instance, Litecoin [29] was based on Bitcoin, but
changed the block creation time to 2.5 minutes, Primecoin [8]
has a block creation time of 1 minute and Ethereum’s [2] block
creation time is 12 seconds.

A currency, in the scope of a specific set of people, is
something that satisfies the three following properties within
that set of people:
• medium of exchange;

• store of value;
• measure of value.
Though cryptocurrencies adapted very much to be easy to

use, their volatility remains a major hindering factor in their
status as currency [30]. Indeed, very volatility disqualifies
cryptocurrencies for they do not store value through time.

C. Local Currency

There are many types of currencies. One form of currency is
local currency [31]. Local currencies are not issued nor used by
a country’s highest administrative authority. A Local currency
circulates over a dedicated geographical sphere which is
smaller than the country’s. In some cases a local currency can
go over sovereign state borders. The goal of local currencies
is to reinforce the local economy [32]. This is done by forcing
people to spend their local money locally; and by forcing the
recipients of the local money to also spend it locally. Local
currencies are governed by local insitutions (usually local
associations). Local currencies are emerging with momentum
since the 2000’s. They started being in paper format. With the
digitalization of the economy, some are entering the digital
world and some are reluctant to do so. The local currencies
who do enter the digital world most often take the form of
a centralized payment system. This permits accurate statistics
on the local currency’s usage. On the other hand it creates a
single point of failure, it invades people’s privacy and can give
the entity that controls the servers full control over the digital
financial space. The local insitutions are generally disinclined
to the use of blockchains for local currencies because of
cryptocurrencies’ reputation of use in illegal activities as well
as being uncontrollable.

We propose a framework for local cryptocurrencies. To do
that, we also need to prove locality or distance. Many protocols
have been developped for such ends.

D. Distance Bounding

Distance bounding protocols were introduced by Brands
and Chaum [33] in order for a specific device, the prover,
to prove to another device, the verifier, that they are close
by. Distance bounding protocols rely on the special theory
of relativity stating that C, the speed of light, is the upper
limit for the speed at which conventional matter or energy
(and thus any signal carrying information) can travel through
space [34]. Distance bounding protocols work by timing the
delay between sending out a challenge bit and receiving
back the corresponding response bit. Since information cannot
travel faster than C, we can bound the distance between the
prover and verifier to the distance travelled by light during the
same delay. Distance bounding protocols defend against many
fraud types [35], [36]. Each distance bounding protocol has
its own security properties.

E. Contributions

In this paper we tackle the issue of local cryptocurrency. We
propose four generic constructions for local cryptocurrencies.
The geniricity of the constructions resides in the modulable



Restricted Area Geographical Demurrage
Generic 1 X X
Generic 2 X X
Generic 3 X X
Universal X X

TABLE I: Four constructions properties.

parameters of the blockchain, most prominently the consensus
mechanism and what it entails in terms of block confirmation
time, but also in terms of block size, and thus throughput.
The first construction emulates local paper money, even with
its flaws such as allowing monetary circulation outside of the
dedicated area. It is comparable to other existing local cryp-
tocurrencies such as the e-Léman. The second construction
builds on the first and restricts monetary circulation outside of
the dedicated area. We do this by using the shops as Certificate
Authorities to produce certificates proving that clients who
wish to receive funds are indeed in the dedicated area. Shops
verify proximity of clients with distance bounding protocols.
The third construction introduces the concept of geographical
demurrage: clients have to pay for transacting over distances.
This is the first mention of geographical demurrage to the best
of our knowledge. This geographical demurrage can be used to
maintain the insitution’s working capital and/or to incentivize
shops to join the network. The fourth and final construction
rids the third one from the geographical restriction and keeps
the geographical demurrage. This yields a cryptocurrency that
loses of its value when spent farther away, which incentivizes
local spending without any restriction on the locality of the
currency. We call this a universal local cryptocurrency and
we name it: LCoin. Table I summarizes each construction’s
characteristics.

F. Related Work

Adopting blockchain for local currencies has been quite
strenuous [37]. Mainly because decentralized blockchains are
theoretically prone to attacks such as the 51% attack on
Nakamoto-style consensuses or nothing-at-stake attacks on
proof of stake, which rendered the benefit to risk ratio too
obscure [38]. However, blockchains are starting to emerge in
the world of local currencies [39]. We explore below the two
most prominent examples: Colu and Léman.

a) Colu: Colu is an Israeli company. They intend to
bridge the gap between local currencies and cryptocurrencies.
And as such they built their business on this idea. They are
implemented in many parts of the world now. Colu’s business
plan changed over time. At first it used to provide a link
between the local economy and Ethereum’s blockchain: Colu’s
smartphone application being the intermediary. It worked in
the following way: some local authority contacts Colu to
implement a Colu local currency. Colu creates an ERC20
dedicated coin for this region (the “local Colu”), and they
fix its price of 1 Colu to 1 sovereign currency unit. Local
shops sign up with Colu to be allowed to receive local Colu
transactions via their app. Local shops pay Colu a fee which

is less than that of credit cards. Colu initially created the Colu
Local Network coin on Ethereum as an ICO. Colu seems very
centralized since transactions are processed solely by Colu.
The only advantage of using this architecture with dedicated
ERC20 acting as local coins is the immutable transaction
history. Furthermore, the very goal of local currencies is to
force a currency to circulate inside its dedicated geographical
sphere; but Colu takes away part of this money as the fees
charged to local shops go back to the Colu corporation.
However, Colu completely changed its strategy and abandoned
its previous partners, and most importantly left the blockchain
world to focus on the local currency. It is now a fully
centralized application for local currencies.

b) Léman: The Léman is a set of two local currencies
around the Geneva Lake (called Lac Léman in most French
speaking regions). Geneva Lake lies between France and
Switzerland. The two currencies are the Swiss Léman which
is of fixed parity with the Swiss Franc; and the French Léman
which is of fixed parity with the Euro. Both Léman currencies
exist in paper format. Digital Léman currencies do exist. The
Léman Foundation created a specific blockchain to support the
digital Léman, called Com’Chain. The Com’Chain is a clone
of Ethereum’s blockchain. Anybody can become a miner of the
Com’Chain, given they get approval by the Léman Foundation.
The Léman Foundation created a smartphone application to
be the interface between users and miners. Only shops who
are registered with the Léman Foundation are allowed to
receive transactions. Most of this information was harvested
by interviewing Léman Foundation members. Furthermore, the
Com’Chain is designed to be a community blockchain in the
sense of hosting other local currencies. It has since added the
French “Racine” local currency.

G. Outline

In Section II we develop relevant monetary economics
notions, and we introduce the concept of geographical de-
murrage. Then in Section III we formally define distance
bounding protocols, which we use for location verification for
the geographical demurrage. We introduce our first generic
local cryptocurrency, mimicking local paper money, without
geographical demurrage, in Section IV-A. Then we restrict
money circulation to the dedicated area in Section IV-B. We
build on it by adding geographical demurrage in Section IV-C.
We expand the concept by lifting geographical restrictions
and maintaining geographical demurrage to obtain a universal
local cryptocurrency in Section IV-D. Finally we conclude in
Section V.

II. ECONOMICS BACKGROUND

Local currencies have been on the rise since the early 2000s,
especially in the West. The impact local currencies can have
is clear from the Miracle of Wörgl [40] in the XXth century.
During the great depression, Wörgl, a town in Austria, could
develop their economy for a span less than a year, before
being shut down by the Austrian Central Bank. Modern local
currencies have legal frameworks. They are spearheaded by



the Bristol Pound [41] in the UK, the Chiemgauer [42] in
Germany and the Eusko [43] in France.

A. Currency

Definition 1 (Currency): A currency, in the scope of a
specific set of people, is something that satisfies the three
following properties within that set of people:
• medium of exchange;
• store of value;
• measure of value.
As such, the sovereign state cannot decide what is or is not

a currency, since the currency’s three properties depend on its
usage between people.

B. Demurrage

An interesting aspect of Wörgl’s miraculous currency was
the existence of temporal demurrage [44], inspired by the
works of Silvio Gesell [45]. Demurrage is when the amount
of money lessens. Traditionally, demurrage refers to temporal
demurrage (demurrage with time). Demurrage is similar to
inflation. However, inflation is when the prices of goods
and services go up – often mischaracterized by saying the
currency’s value goes down – while demurrage is about
the amount of currency shrinking. We define two types of
demurrage.

Definition 2 (Temporal Demurrage): Temporal demurrage
is the cost associated with owning or holding currency over a
given period.

Definition 3 (Geographical Demurrage): Geographical de-
murrage is the cost associated with spending currency over a
distance from where it was acquired.

a) Example: The Swiss banks are known to provide neg-
ative interest rates. With time, the depositors’ money shrinks.
The depositors are still happy to put their money there thanks
to banking secrecy and/or trust in Switzerland’s banking sector
stability. The temporal demurrage rate is constant.

b) Example: Many jobs reward their employees with
meal vouchers or gas vouchers on top of the salaries. Shops
also give out vouchers to clients from time to time. These
vouchers are each worth a specific amount of money. However,
the voucher has an expiration date, and after this date the
voucher becomes worthless. This is an example of temporal
demurrage where the demurrage rate is 100% after the expi-
ration date.

C. Local Currency

A local currency is usually defined as a currency whose
circulation is restricted to a geographical sphere. One can
argue that such currencies have demurrage rate 0 (no demur-
rage) when spent inside their geographical sphere, and have
demurrage rate 1 (100% demurrage) when spent outside their
geographical sphere. Note that it is impossible to restrict a
paper currency’s circulation to any geographical sphere. It
suffices for a spender to find a willing currency buyer outside
the sphere and to make the transaction.

We will define a local currency in a broader way:

Definition 4 (Local Currency): A local currency is a cur-
rency with geographical demurrage.

In practice, many countries outlaw the use of local curren-
cies. When they are approved, it is usually given the local
currency does not compete against the state’s currency, and
following a set of rules and regulations. The complementary
local currency must be proposed by an insitution which
manages it. In order to have the right to transact in the local
currency, shops must adhere to the insitution and sign the local
currency’s charter. Furthermore, the local currency must be
pegged to the sovereign currency at a fixed rate. Finally, no
fractional reserve is permitted: the insitution must hold 100%
of the local currency’s backing. However, users cannot convert
their local currency back to sovereign currency: once a local
unit of currency has been created (by depositting one unit
of sovereign currency), it cannot be destroyed and is bound
to circulate in that area forever. There is a catch however:
because such a system is not viable since shops must import
things or pay taxes, which are not accepted in local currency;
local shops (and not regular users) are allowed to convert back
the local currency to the sovereign currency by paying a fee to
the insitution. Those conversation fees are what the insitution
uses as working capital to keep going. Furthermore, there is
no way to enforce the unlawful transactions in paper local
currency. It suffices one customer holding local currency in
paper format and one shop not adhering to the insitution that
accepts it. The shop’s owner can later pay some of its expenses
with said local currency. In some local currencies those fees
are kept at 0 (no fees to date).

D. Cryptocurrency

A digital currency is any currency in digital form. All
sovereign currencies exist as digital currencies. A cryptocur-
rency on the other hand is based on the distributed aspect.
Based on [46], we define cryptocurrencies more straightfor-
wardly:

Definition 5 (Cryptocurrency): A cryptocurrency is a digital
currency relying on cryptographic primitives that requires no
central authority to be created, spent or verified in any way.

To achieve this, cryptocurrencies rely on a distributed
ledger [47], most often in the form of a blockchain [7], [48].

III. DISTANCE BOUNDING

Many technologies allow devices in proximity to commu-
nicate directly, such as NFC [49] or RFID [50]. These tech-
nologies rely on Radio Frequency (RF). They do not prevent
attacks such as relay attacks for they are only communication
protocols [51]. In this context, distance bounding protocols
were invented to prevent such attacks from happening.

Distance bounding protocols [33] permit a specific device,
the prover, to prove to another device, the verifier, that they
are physically close by. Distance bounding protocols time the
delay between challenge bits and response bits, and conclude
that the prover must be less than the distance travelled by the
speed of light in space during that delay. Distance bounding
protocols identify many types of fraud [35], [36]:



• Impersonation. An impersonation fraud is an attack
where an adversary acting alone purports to be a legiti-
mate prover.

• Distance Fraud. A distance fraud is an attack where a
dishonest prover purports to be in the neighborhood of the
verifier. He cheats without help of other entities located
in the neighborhood.

• Mafia Fraud. A magia fraud is an attack where an
adversary defeats a distance bounding protocol using a
man-in-the-middle between the verifier and an honest
prover located outside the neighborhood.

• Terrorist Fraud. A terrorist fraud is an attack where an
adversary defeats a distance bounding protocol using a
man-in-the-middle between the verifier and a dishonest
prover located outside of the neighborhood under the
following circumstances. The dishonest prover actively
helps the adversary to maximize her current attack suc-
cess probability but without giving her any advantage
for future man-in-the-middle attacks. (In such attacks,
the man-in-the-middle would attempt to pass the distance
bounding protocol as a valid prover/tag that the man-in-
the-middle does not represent/possess.)

• Distance Hijacking. A distance hijacking is an attack
where a dishonest prover aims to convince a verifier that
he is located within the verifier’s neighborhood, abusing
some other provers who are indeed in the verifier’s
neighborhood.

Surveys [35], [36] show different distance bounding proto-
cols resisting differently to the different identified attacks. In
this paper we suppose the use of a distance bounding protocol
resistant to all aforementioned attacks.

IV. LOCAL CRYPTOCURRENCY

We present four types of local cryptocurrencies. First, a
local cryptocurrency that mimics the behavior of regular paper
local currency. Secondly a local cryptocurrency restricting the
proliferation of money to the dedicated geographical area.
Thirdly a local cryptocurrency restricted to a specific area
where geographical demurrage is applied. And fourthly a
local cryptocurrency with geographical demurrage but without
geographical restriction, yielding a universal local cryptocur-
rrency.

All the local cryptocurrencies we propose have similar
fundamentals. The first type of local cryptocurrency is the
basis for the other three.

A. Generic Local Cryptocurrency I

First and foremost, the local currency insitution is in charge
of the project, as for local paper money. It gets legal approval,
it writes up a charter and calls for local shops to participate.

Blockchain: All local cryptocurrencies have the same
type of blockchain. The blockchain needs to be permissioned,
where the set of miners is a subset of associated local shops.
Any associated local shop can become a miner. Depending on
the blockchain’s infrastructure, the shop must let other miners
know of its intent to participate in the blockchain’s mining.

Fig. 1: Blockchain Miners.

This is illustrated in Figure 1. The consensus process is left
to the insitution’s discretion: this is part of the blockchain’s
and the local cryptocurrency’s genericity. It can be any kind
of consensus. However, since it is a permissioned blockchain,
it would be more advantageous to use a BFT consensus such
as Algorand’s BA?.

Coins and Transactions: When clients buy local cryp-
tocurrency from the insitution in exchange of sovereign cur-
rency (whether in cash or digital format), the insitution keeps
and safeguards the sovereign currency and issues a transaction
on the blockchain to mint the corresponding amount of coins
in the client’s name (i.e., his public key). The insitution
effectively plays the role of an exchange platform. When shops
want to buy back sovereign currency from the insitution, a fee
could be applied to give the insitution working capital. When
a buy back occurs, the corresponding coins on the blockchain
are destroyed. Transactions are left in the format of unspent
transaction output (UTXO): a transaction’s output is used as
input in a subsequent transaction, by signing it and binding
it with the recipient’s public key. We do not address privacy
issues at this point in time. Transactions can have multiple
inputs and one or two outputs. Each input is a separate coin.
The first output is the beneficiary’s coins, and the second is
sender’s the leftover change.

Discussion:
a) Unrestricted Area: In such a construction, transac-

tions could occur between people who are not physically in the
local currency’s dedicated grographical sphere. Furthermore,
nothing prevents unaffiliated shops (whether local or non-
local) of setting up a public / private key pair and actively
receiving payment in the local currency. However, they cannot
buy back sovereign currrency from the insitution, since they
are not affiliated. Though this is legal – as long as the shops
pay their taxes (including the VAT) in sovereign currency –
it goes against the local currency’s raison d’être. However,
despite its obvious issues, this does not fall behind local
paper money for it suffers from the same vice. One way to
restrict spending to a dedicated area is to only allow shops



as transaction recipients. Then clients cannot send money to
each other. This seems as a major hindrance, and could be a
major wall preventing adoption of the local currency.

b) Trust in Shops: It is true that clients have to trust
associated shops, since their colluding could hinder the entire
cryptocurrency. And trusting a finite set of entities would be a
major flaw in any cryptocurrency. But comparing this to local
paper currencies where clients trust that shops who adhered
to the insitution will follow the charter they signed: both
scenarios require trust in shops, albeit the local cryptocurrency
version is much more detrimental to the clients if the shops
turn out to be untrustworthy. This is still much more secure
than a digital local currencyy (non cryptocurrency). This has
no single point of failure, and it requires a majority of shops to
be malicious and to collude in order to steel people’s money.
Whereas in conventional digital currency, one has to blindly
trust the insitution in charge of all transactions.

B. Generic Local Cryptocurrency II

This version of the local cryptocurrency builds on the
previous one. We add a layer for limiting transactions to the
geographical sphere. This is done by introducing a Point of
Attachment and using distance bounding protocols to issue
certificates of proximity.

Each coin has a Point of Attachment (PoA): this is the
location of the coin at the current moment. When a coin
is created, its PoA is the same as its creator, the insitution.
Whenever a coin is spent, its new PoA is the recipient’s
location at the moment of transaction. The location of the
recipient must be specified along with its public key. To
determine the location of a recipient at the time of transaction,
we use certificates delivered by Certificate Authorities (CAs).
In our case, we limit ourselves to affiliated shops being the
CAs, since local currency users inherently trust them for being
part of the network, otherwise users would not use the local
currency in the first place. Before issuing a certificate of
proximity, CAs run a distance bounding protocol with the
client to verify their proximity. The certificate of proximity
comprises the public key of the client, along with the CA’s
location and the current time. If the recipient is an affiliated
shop, then the shop just issues a certificate in its own name
without running a distance bounding protocol. If the recipient
is a client (peer-to-peer transfer), then the client must meet
a CA and run a distance bounding protocol. The CA issues
a certificate of proximity for the recipient which then sends
it to the sender. The sender then has a set (unspecified at
this point) amount of time to make the transaction. Let τ be
the duration of time the certificate is valid for: miners do not
accept a certificate older than τ to include in the blockchain.
We suppose synchronicity between CAs.

Discussion: We can finally restrict monetary circulation to
the dedicated geographical area. This is a wanted restriction
in local currencies but that is unenforceable. We also trust
shops as Certificate AUthorities. This trust is not problematic
since we already trust the shops to mine the blockchain which
is much more important. For the blockchain, we trust that

most shops are not malicious and colluding, though for the
certificates we trust that all shops do not collude with clients
to issue false certificates of proximity.

C. Generic Local Cryptocurrency III

Transactions on the blockchain incorporate geographical
demurrage. Whenever a coin is spent, geographical demurrage
is applied on it. The geographical demurrage is calculated
based on the distance between the point where the coin was
received by the sender, and the point where the sender is
spending the coin.

Let δ(·) : R≥0 → [0, 1] be a function that takes as
input a distance, and outputs the corresponding geographical
demurrage. δ(·) must be a strictly increasing function with:
δ(0) = 0. Thanks to these properties, when a coin is spent
exactly where it is, there is no demurrage; but when a coin is
spent farther then the demurrage is bigger.

Example: Let S be the sender and R the receiver. Let A,
B and C be three points. Suppose S received n coins when
S was at A. S wants to send m < n coins to R at an ulterior
moment in time where S is at B and R is at C. Then the
transaction is going to cost S : δ(||AC||).

To each coin corresponds a location. Shops are legally
registered, and their location is available. As for clients’ coins’
location, it is the location of the client at the moment they
acquired the coins. If the client buys coins from the insitution,
the coins’ location is the insitution’s headquarters’ location.
Clients can receive coins from other clients, i.e., they can buy
coins from other clients. Whenever a coin is spent, demurrage
is applied on the coin based on the distance between the coin’s
previous location and following location. Clients do not have
a physical fixed location. In order to do that, they must prove
their location at the time of receiving funds. To do that, they
must go into a registered store and prove their location to that
store with a distance bounding protocol. The store then issues
a certificate that this person is indeed at that store at that time.
This certificate is valid for a specific period of time. We do
not specify optimal period in this paper.

Example: Let Alice buy coins from the insitution
(whether online or in-person). These coins’ location is set to
be the insitution’s headquarters’ location. When Alice spends
part of these coins at a shop, demurrage is computed based
on the distance between the insitution’s headquarters and the
shop. When Alice sends money to Bob, Bob has to go into
a registered shop (or the insitution’s headquarters) and do
a distance bounding protocol to prove he is in the close
vicinity of this location. Then Alice sends Bob coins on
which demurrage is applied based on the distance between
the insitution’s headquarters and the shop Bob went to.

Transactions: Transactions can have multiple inputs and
multiple outputs. Each input is a separate coin. The first output
is the beneficiary, and the rest of the outputs are the remainder
of the coin, i.e., the change. Thus, a sender can choose to
pay some part of the transaction from coin Ca at location A,
another part of the transaction from coin Cb from location B
etc. Figure 2 illustrates this. Equations 1 and 2 detail this. Let
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Fig. 2: Transaction Structure.

there be n inputs, and n+ 1 outputs: out0 corresponds to the
recipient’s sent coins, while outj 6=0 correspond to the change
of coin inj 6=0. Let ∆i 6=0 be the distance between input ini
and the recipient’s location. d(·) is the demurrage function:
it takes a distance and outputs the corresponding demurrage
rate. Let out0,i be the amount of coin i that went into out0.
Equation 2 dictates that the amount from coin i that went to the
beneficiary is equal to or less than the amount sent (ini−outi)
on which geographical demurrage has been applied.

n∑
i=1

out0,i = out0 (1)

∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, (ini − outi) · (1− d(∆i)) ≥ out0,i(2)

The geographical demurrage can be seen as a fee to transact
over distances. We propose two ways to handle fees: either the
insitution benefits or the shops.

a) Fees to the insitution: In this option the fee in itself is
destroyed: there is no beneficiary whom the fee goes to and can
spend it. However, that does not entail money being destroyed.
Since the insitution is compelled to have the equivalent of
local currency safeguarded in sovereign currency, when the
amount of local currency decreases, the insitution is no longer
compelled to hold onto all of its sovereign currency reserve.
The amount of local currency destroyed by geographical
demurrage is gained by the insitution. The insitution can then
use this money as working capital.

b) Fees to the shops: Another possibility we propose,
is that the fees go to the miners – as happens in most cryp-
tocurrencies. The miners here are the shops. They would be
rewarded for taking part in the blockchain. Furthermore, they
would be incentivized to be transparent and trusworthy, since
maintaining the blockchain securely guarantees them income.
This would also make up for their loss during reconversion
of local currency to sovereign currency (where the insitution
usually takes a reconversion fee). This way they would not
necessarily be losing money by selling in the local currency
instead of the sovereign currency.

D. Universal Local Cryptocurrency: LCoin

In this final construction, we lift the geographic restriction
that was imposed in the construction II and III (while keeping
geographical demurrage as in construction III). Equivalent to
this would be adding geographical demurrage to construction
I. The transaction format remains the same as in construction
III with Figure 2 and Equations 1 and 2 still applying. We call
such a universal local cryptocurrency LCoin.

Discussion: In the universal local cryptocurrency, contrary
to the generic local cryptocurrency, we deliberately let go of
geographical restrictions. One could argue that this makes
it a non local currrency for it is meant to be used in an
unlimited area. However we do consider it a local currency in
the sense of propelling local spending, since this new type of
currency always encourages and incentivizes local spending.
This universal type of local cryptocurrency has big scalable
potential. Hence the recommendations of using a scalable
consensus mechanism such as Algorand’s BA? protocol.

In previous constructions, the insitution was responsible for
setting the blockchain up, writing up the charter and creating
coins. Everything was local. In this construction, a major
obstacle is the non locality which we aimed for. It is an
obstacle because we lose that centralized trusted format.

For the application of such a universal local cryptocurrency,
different shops from different places and locations have to join
the same network. It would be incumbent to have multiple
exchange platforms to buy LCoins from, because if people
do not have a nearby exchange platform they would see no
benefit in paying enormous fees as geographical demurrage
to spend money near them. Moreover, as the network grows
geographically, trust becomes more difficult to maintain. It is
easy to trust local shops since clients frequent them and know
them. But when it comes to trusting a network made of shops
whose majority is unkown to the client it becomes that much
more difficult. We foresee that such a theoretical universal
local cryptocurrency will inherently have borders such as state
borders since it is easier to enforce laws within the judicial
structure. And enforceable laws make for greater trust. Another
downside of the universal local cryptocurrency is that if it
grows to cover most of a sovereign state’s area, the state could
see it as a competition to its national currency, and thus halt
the project.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have tackled the topic of local cryptocurren-
cies. We have introduced a generic cryptocurrency that mimics
local paper money. Then we went a step further and restricted
money circulation to the dedicated geographical sphere, which
is desired but unachieved in current local currencies – digital or
otherwise. We achieved this with the use of distance bounding
protocols. The shops play the role of Certificate Authorities
and issue certificates of proximity for clients who wish to
receive funds. We also introduced the notion of geographical
demurrage. And we used geographical demurrage on the local
cryptocurrency to help maintain the system. Finally, by lifting
the restrictions on local spending and keeping the geographical



demurrage, we obbtain a universal local cryptocurrency we
name LCoin. This cryptocurrency incentivizes local spending
and is not restricted to any area. Privacy was not a main
focal point of our research. It requires deepening in distance
bounding protocols’ privacy. Furthermore, too much privacy
would make it less likely for the local cryptocurrency to be
accepted by the sovereign state. Hence, we leave privacy as a
future work in this course of action.
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